Want to Get High? Find out Why!

5 WEEK DROP-IN GROUP
• COME BY AND SAY HI!
• NO REGISTRATION NEEDED
• COME FOR ONE WEEK OR ALL FIVE!

WEEKLY TOPICS:
9/29: WHY DRUGS/ALCOHOL?
10/6: HOW WE GET ADDICTED
10/13: HOW TO CHILL WITHOUT USING
10/20: WEED/ALCOHOL SELF CHECK-IN
10/27: FAMILY ADDICTION: AFTER EFFECTS

THURSDAYS 4-5 PM

SECOND FLOOR STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
FOR FURTHER INFO: LISA DEFEIS, LCSW (GROUP LEADER) LISA.DEFEIS@stonybrook.edu
or LISA AKEL, PsyD (GROUP COORDINATOR) LISA.AKEL@stonybrook.edu
631-632-6720